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SUE POLANKA AND TERESE DESIMIO

Entries include descriptions of color; aroma or taste
for wine, spirits, liquor, and beer; and ingredients
and recipes for cocktails. Photos of nearly every
bottle or cocktail add value to this useful encyclo
pedic resource. A glossary and index are included.

Many of the works in this chapter are appro
priate not only for the reference collection
but also for the circulating collection and
for the home library. From beer to pets, this
chapter supports the varying interests of a
broad spectrum of readers.

889

Beverages
887

Jackson, known as "Beer Hunter" on Discovery Chan
nel and PBS, has included in this shopper's guide
500 one-page articles on beer varieties. They are
organized alphabetically by beer name. Each article
includes a large photo of the bottle, the beer decanted
into a glass, a deSCriptive paragraph and bullet pOints
to demonstrate the region of origin, style, alcohol
content, and ideal serving temperature of each beer.
Additional content includes user guides for pouring
and tasting beer, a lexicon of flavors and aromas, and
cooking and pairing beer with food; a glossary; use
ful addresses: world organizatiOns, festivals, publica
tions, retailers, and websites; and an index.

The bartender's best friend: A complete
guide to cocktails, martinis, and mixed
drinks. Mardee Haidin Regan. 376p.
Wiley, 2003. ISBN 0471227218 $
641.8
TX951

More than 850 recipes for cocktails, nonalcoholic
drinks, punches, shooters, and participatory drinks
are alphabetically arranged in this guide to mixed
drinks. The first fifty pages discuss the equipment,
ingredients, glassware, and techniques of bartend
ing. Bartending tips, a glossary, a bibliography,
and an index are also included, with a waterproof
cover and a place-keeping ribbon. Unfortunately,
no photos or illustrations are included. Also avail
able electronically_
888

Great beer guide. 1st American ed.
Michael Jackson. 544p_ Dorling
Kindersley, 2000. ISBN 0789451565. $
663
TP577

890

Drinks. 1st American ed. Vincent
Gasnier. 5l2p. DK, 2005. ISBN
075661323X $
641.8
TP505

Larousse encyclopedia of wine.
Rev. ed. Christopher Foulkes. 624p.
Larousse, 2001. ISBN 2035850134. $
641.2
TP548

Foulkes, an award-winning author and edi
tor of wine books, gathers contributions from
twenty wine experts for this updated version.
The first 100 pages provide wine history, keep
ing, and serving information. The remainder of

Drinks is a colorfully illustrated guide to wines,
beers, cocktails, spirits, and liqueurs of the world.
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the encyclopedia details the wine lands of the
world, including France; Germany, Switzerland,
and Austria; Italy and the Mediterranean; Spain
and Portugal; the Danube and Black Sea areas;
North America; Central and South America;
Australia and New Zealand; and the rest of the
world. A reference section provides insight on
reading wine labels, wine quality regulations,
vintage charts, and wine zones and statistics
and includes both a glossary and index. Charts,
graphs, maps, tables, sidebars, and beautiful color
photographs and illustrations are strewn through
out. The Larousse encyclopedia of wine is listed in
American reference books annual.
891

Mr. Boston official bartender's and
party guide. Anthony Giglio. 244p.
Wiley, 2006. ISBN 0764597329. $
641.8
TX951

Anyone needing information on the tools, equipment,
glassware, drink ingredients, and party planning need
look no further. Mr. Boston includes information about
the various liquors used in drink making and features
recipe sections for shooters, frozen drinks, hot drinks,
eggnogs and punches, wine in mixed drinks, and
nonalcoholic drinks. Although a compact book with
tiny text, it is packed with facts and includes a few
color photos in the center section.
892

The Oxford companion to wine. 3rd
ed. ]ancis Robinson, ed. 8l3p. Oxford
Univ. Pr., 2006. ISBN 0198609906. $
641.2
TP548

This is the third edition of a classic encyclopedia
dictionary of wine. Nearly one-half of the origi
nal entries were revised, and more than 500
new entries were added. Arranged alphabeti
cally, it includes more than 3,500 entries. Cross
references, illustrations, color photos, charts,
and graphs are included in the text. Appendixes
include a list of wine varieties offiCially allowed in
the world's controlled wine appellations and sta
tistics on vineyard acreage and wine consumption
and investment worldwide.
893

Party punches: Punch recipes from
around the world. Tim Page, Marianne
Page Smith, and Amy Charlene Reed.
200p. Overmountain Press, 2004.
ISBN 1570722331. $
641.8
TX815

of his coauthors, he has gathered recipes from
nearly every country in the world and chosen the
best 300 to feature in this book. He also states that
some recipes included have never been published
before. All recipes are alcohol-free. Introductory
material includes a measurement equivalence chart,
top-ten all-time favorites, and secrets to a perfect
punch. Chapters feature punches from around the
world including fruit, slushy, spiced, and minted
punches. Also included are ciders, cocoa and milk
based drinks, coffee, eggnog, lemonade, tea, and
vegetable drinks. Disappointing is the lack of pic
tures, but otherwise it's easy to use with the Simple
directions. Party punches is a great reference for
nonalcoholic beverages.
894

Premium beer drinker's guide. Stephen
Beaumont. Firefly Books, 2000. OF.
ISBN 15520951OX.
641.2
TP577

Beaumont, a beer aficionado, includes an introduc
tion to beer, beer ingredients, and a guide to beers
from the common to the unusual. Brewery addresses
(no URLs) and an index are available as well as a
glossary of beer terms. Some 150 of 224 pages fea
ture one- to three-page articles about the individual
beers and include photos. Each article includes
icons that demonstrate the relative cost compared to
domestic beer, freshness and durability, and avail
ability. Photos from both the inside and outside of
international breweries and pubs are included.
895

Raising the bar: Better drinks, better
entertaining. Nick Mautone, Marah
Stets, and Mette Randem. 287p. Artisan,
2004. ISBN 1579652603. $
641.8
TX951

Raising the bar is a comprehensive collection of rec
ipes, including cocktails; bubblies; "Nogs, grogs,
and other holiday warmers"; punches; and drinks
to soothe the morning-after ails ("morning glories"
and "tonics to cure what ails you"). Plenty of attrac
tive color photos complement the recipes for drinks,
snacks, and hors d'oeuvres. Each recipe begins
with recommended serving times and appropriate
accompanying meal types. Introductory material
includes basic home bar equipment and ingredi
ents to keep on hand. A bibliography and index are
also available.
896

Page has researched the historical record of punches
and party beverages for fifty years. With the assistance

158

The Running Press pocket guide to
beer: The connoisseur's companion to
more than 2,000 beers of the world.
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on the major wine-producing countries. Each chap
ter begins with a history of wine production in each
country, highlighting wine regions and grape varie
ties. For each wine region a directory of winemakers,
with types of wine, history of the maker, and contact
information, is included. Color photos, maps, charts,
and graphs complement the text. Introductory mate
rial includes a history of wine, grape varieties and
wine styles, overview of terroir (soil), and overviews
of the vineyard and winery production processes.

7th ed. Michael Jackson. 208p. Running
Press, 2000. ISBN 0762408855. $
641.2
TP577

Tiny and pocket-size describe perfectly this guide to
more than 2,000 beers of the world. The bulk of the
book contains articles on beer and breweries of the
world arranged by selected countries where "beer
brewing is an important tradition." Each country
includes an overview of local beer and suggestions
on where to drink it, listing breweries and the beers
served for each country. Jackson provides a short
description and a star rating (one to four) for each
beer. Stars include "typical to country and style,"
"above average," "worth seeking out," and, finally,
a "world classic." Beers similar in nature include
facts on density, original gravity, and percent alco
hol by weight in order to make distinctions. A beer
and brewery index, short introduction, and glos
sary are included.
897

Calendars
900

The American book of days. 4th ed.
Stephen G. Christianson and Jane M.
Hatch. 945p. H. W Wilson, 2000.
ISBN 0824209540. $$
394.26973
GT4803

A claSSic since 1937, The American book oj days pro
vides' a look at American history, day-by-day, 366
days a year (includes February 29). Arranged by
month and day, the history of events that shaped
America is described and includes such occa
sions as significant birthdates and anniversaries,
festivals, feasts, natural disasters, and even the
premiers of television shows. Important historical
documents such as the Constitution, Declaration
of Independence, and Articles of Confederation are
included in the appendixes.

The Sotheby's wine encyclopedia.
4th ed. Tom Stevenson. 664p. Dorling
Kindersley, 2005. ISBN 0756613248. $
641.2
TP548

The wines of countries and regions of the world
are listed with a description of the wine, the region
grown, and the variety of grapes used. Colorful
maps, illustrations, charts, and graphs complement
the text. Introductory material includes assess
ing wine, a glossary of grape varieties and grape
synonyms, storing and serving wine, and select
ing wine to complement food. Extensive glossary
and index, wine tasting chart, and troubleshooting
guide are also included.
898

902
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Wine: An introduction. 1st American
ed. Joanna Simon. 224p. DK, 200l.
ISBN 0789480638. $
641.2
TP548

Chase's calendar of events, 2006.
751p. McGraw-Hill, 2006 ISBN
0071461108. $
394.26
Dll.5

Simon provides a beautifully illustrated guide to
wine, including wine styles, grape varieties, wine
tasting, and a general guide to the world's wines.
Interesting features include the "if you like" "then
try" section and the wine pronunciation and label
reading guides. This title is perfect for beginners as
it includes just enough information.

A classic in every reference collection, Chase's is the
place to begin for holidays, anniversaries, or events
on a particular date or topiC. Arranged in a day-by
day fashion, each day includes well-known birth
days and known international and national events.
Supplementary material includes information
about U.S. government leaders, North American
state and country facts, daylight standards, per
petual calendars, and more. An extensive index,
black-and-white illustrations, and a fully search
able CD are included.

899

902

Wines of the world. 1st American ed.
672p. Dorling Kindersley, 2004. ISBN
0756605172. $
64l.22
TP548

The international book of days.
Stephen G. Christianson et al. 889p. H.
W Wilson, 2004. ISBN 0824209753. $$
394.26973
GT4803

This is a guide to the international events and world
historical events occurring on each of the 366

This is an oversized pocket guide to the wines of the
world. Thirteen color-coded country chapters focus

159
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gies for great values. Arranged by general categories
ranging from home entertainment to automobiles,
each article includes ratings charts for the products
evaluated, which are cross-referenced to a later sec
tion called "Product Ratings and Reliability."

days of the year (includes February 29). Content
emphasis is on anniversaries of significant his
torical events, religious and secular holidays, and
some birth/death dates of individuals. Distinctive
appendix material includes an overview of the cal
endar, the era, days of the week, the UN Charter,
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and
the North Atlantic Treaty. Cross-referencing and
an extensive index are included.

906

Consumer Affairs
903

The bargain buyer's guide 2005: The
consumer's bible to big savings online
and by mail. Elizabeth Cline. 659p. Print
Project, 2005. ISBN 0965175065. $
381142
HF5465.5

The twenty-seventh edition, formerly called Whole
sale by mail and online, claims that consumers can
save 20-90 percent on everything offered by the
"best of the best" 500 vendors reviewed. Chapters
on a variety of topics, from animals and pets to the
wacky, weird, and wonderful, include an alpha
betical listing of vendors who sell products in the
various categories. Each vendor report includes the
name, address, phone, URL, print/online catalog,
payment accepted, items for sale, store and/or vir
tual presence, hours, and a review that includes
"special factors." At almost 700 pages, this guide is
comprehensive and current.

A directory of resources for consumers includ
ing contact information and descriptions of orga
nizations, government offices, media contacts,
multimedia sources, and publications to assist con
sumers. More than 23,000 entries are arranged in
seventeen subject chapters, such as credit and per
sonal finance, food and drugs, and employment.
Within each chapter, entries are arranged by type
of resource or organization. All entries are num
bered, and an extensive index, both alphabetic and
subject, refers to the entry number.
907

904

Bargain hunter's secrets to online
shopping. Michael Miller. 320p. Que,
2004. ISBN 0789732017. $
658.8
TX335

Online shopping secrets, money-saving secrets,
and an online shopping directory for the bargain
hunter are included in this guide.
905

Consumer sourcebook: A subject
guide to more than 23,500 federal,
state, and local government agencies
and offices, national, regional, and
grassroots associations and orga
nizations, information centers,
clearinghouses, publications, Internet
resources, multimedia resources,
media contacts, corporate contacts and
related consumer resources. 18th ed.
Matthew Miskelly, ed. 1415p. Thomson
Gale, 2006. ISBN 0787671053. $$
381.33
HOlO

The Shopping Bags: Tips, tricks,
and inside information to make you
a savvy shopper. Anna Wallner and
Kristina Matisic. 243p. Dutton, 2005.
ISBN 0525948872. $
640
TX335

Wallner and Matisic, of the TV show The Shopping
Bags, include-in this book the topiCS of fashion, food,
furnishings, and more. All topiCS included have
bullet-pointed informational tips and a glossary if
necessary_ The "Ten Shopping Commandments,"
rules that can be applied to every shopping experi
ence, make a nice introduction. This could be espe
cially valuable to those newly independent or new
to the United States.

Consumer Reports buying guide:
Best buys. Consumers Union of United
States. Consumers Union, 1942-.
Annual. ISSN 1555-2357 $
381.33
TX335

Published every year by Consumers Union, the larg
est independent, nonprofit testing and information
organization in the world, the Buyingguide is a cumu
lative list of the year's best buys, a cumulative index
of all products reviewed since 1998, and a staple in
most libraries. Introductory material includes advice
on protecting one's identity and shopping strate

908

2005 online shopping directory
for dummies. Barbara Kasser and
Frank Fiore. 652p. Wiley, 2004.
ISBN 0764574957 (pbk.). $
658.8
TX335

160
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The big book is an idea book for home designs
organized by home size-seven different sizes are
included. Each plan featured shows a color pho
tograph or drawing of the completed house, small
drawings of the blueprints, and a chart listing sizes
and specs for the homes. All styles appear very
current and stylish. Blueprints, not included, cost
between $450 and $1,775.

Kasser, an "avid online shopper and author of sev
eral books about the Internet and Internet shop
ping," and Fiore, an "online shopping guru for
AbouLcom," provide online-shopping insight in a
variety of areas: secure shopping, product and mer
chant reviews, finding the best prices, and more.
Twenty chapters of the book provide information
on shopping for particular products, from antiques
to zany fun. A directory and keyword index are
both available. Each website included has symbols
representing recommended, price, selection, con
venience, service, and security.
909

912

2006 consumer action handbook.
Federal Citizen Information Center
CU.S.). U.S. General Services Admin.,
GSA Office of Communications, Federal
Citizen Information Center, 2005. $
www.consumeraction.goy.
HClIO
381.3402

913

The big book of home plans.
Creative Homeowner Press. 592p.
Creative Homeowner, 2005. OP
ISBN 1580112498.
728
NA7205

914

This big book includes almost 600 pages of home
plans for traditional, luxury, farmhouse, contem
porary, southwest, vacation, and country homes.
Smaller sections on trim details, baths, win
dow treatments, decks, and landscaping are also
included. Large colorful photos and illustrations
provide inspiration and ideas.

Habitat for Humanity: How to build a
house. Larry Haun, Vincent Laurence,
and Tim Snyder. 282p. Taunton Press,
2002. ISBN 1561585327. $
690
TH4815

With help from Laurence and Snyder, Haun, a
carpenter with forty years' experience and builder
of Habitat for Humanity Homes, provides an over
view of the home-building process. Site planning,
preparation, and finishing touches are included,
but plumbing, heating, and wiring are excluded.
Well-labeled black-and-white illustrations comple
ment the text and add detail.

The big book of home plans: 500+ home
designs in every style-plus landscape
plans. Hanley Wood. 463p. Hanley Wood,
2005 ISBN 1931131368. $
728.370222
NA7205

915
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Building your own home for dummies.
Kevin Daum, Janice Brewster, and Peter
Economy. 364p. Wiley, 2005. ISBN
0764557092. $
6908
THl48; NA7115

Organized in typical "dummies" fashion, this guide
includes tips and information on building plans
and financing, the construction process, common
mistakes and how to avoid them, and ideas for
making a home "green."

Construction

911

Building an affordable house: Trade
secrets to high-value, low-cost
construction. Fernando Pages Ruiz.
202p. Taunton Press, 2005. ISBN
1561585963. $
690
TH4815.8

Ruiz, who spent thirty years designing and building
affordable homes, discusses the steps involved in
building a home, including the design, foundation,
plumbing, wiring, and more. Appendixes provide
further guidelines concerning the cost per square
foot for various shaped foundations; recommended
heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, and insula
tion; and a joist-span table. Colorful pictures, illus
trations, sidebars like "Trade Secrets," and tables of
data add clarifying details.

Available in print or online, this handbook provides
detailed consumer information in three major areas:
being a savvy consumer, filing complaints, and a
directory of consumer-assistance organizations. The
index and table of contents provide the best access
to the contents, which are loosely arranged with
tips and quick facts. The handbook includes timely
information on spam, the telemarketing "do not
call" list, and payday loans.

910

915

How to plan, contract, and build your
own home. 4th ed. Richard M. Scutella

916
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This idea book for small homes includes 350
plans for actual houses, landscapes, and outdoor
projects. Each house has one page that includes
a photo, small blueprint drawings, a description,
and a chart with basic building sizes and specs. The
designs look current and attractive, and although
they are not included, information on how to order
them, with prices, is included. Prices range from
$450 to $1,775 for blueprints.

and Dave Heberle. 793p. McGraw-Hill,
2005. ISBN 0071448853. $
690
TH4815
Scutella and Heberle, builders and authors of
home-building books, provide the answers to the
basic questions of who, what, when, where, and
how in building a home. A detailed index helps
readers navigate the comprehensive articles, which
contain plenty of black-and-white and well-labeled
illustrations, options with advantages and disad
vantages, "points to ponder" that reiterate impor
tant considerations at the end of each chapter, and
frequent checklists.
916

Means illustrated construction
dictionary. 2nd ed. 567p. Reed
Construction Data, 2003. ISBN
0876296975. $
624

Cooking
919

Organized in a traditional cookbook fashion, the
contents include basics, appetizers, meats and
other protein sources, pastas, vegetables and fruits,
breads, desserts, beverages, and canning and freez
ing. Alengthy index and food and measuring equiv
alence charts are included. Each chapter is color
coded and includes sidebars, color photographs,
charts, and well-labeled illustrations and diagrams.
Each chapter also begins with a few pages of intro
ductory material: description and background of
topiC and purchasing, cooking, and storing guid
ance. Recipes include a brief description, prepara
tion and cooking time estimates, ingredients list,
enumerated preparation steps, and nutritional and
calorie content per serving.

TH9

Workers, hobbyists, and home builders will dis
cover more than 13,000 brief, nontechnical defini
tions in this valuable guide to the specialized and
changing vocabulary of the construction industry.
Black-and-white sketches, abbreviations at the
beginning of each letter section, and the inclusion
of some slang and regionalisms add to an already
useful package. Includes practical tables of weights,
measures, conversions, size determinations, and
symbols as well as a list of professional associations
concerned with the construction industry.
917

New house/more house: Solving
the residential construction project
puzzle. Richard Preves. 237p. Portico,
2001 ISBN 0971104409. $
TH48I5
690

920

Preves, a licensed architect, provides a great resource
for those careful planners with no prior building
experience. It covers what you need to know when
building, from working with design and construc
tion profeSSionals to choosing interior and exterior
finishes. Appendixes include sample documents and
an index. Ideally read before starting a construction
or renovation project, this book could help a home
owner administer the project effectively through
checklists, sample contracts, and examples of how
to keep records concerning the project.
918

The all new Good Housekeeping cook
book. 831p. Hearst Books, 2001 OF.
ISBN 1588160408.
6415
TX714

Classic home cooking. Rev. ed. Mary
Berry and Marlena Spieler. 544p. DK,
2003. ISBN 0789496747. $
6415
TX652

This revised edition includes hundreds of recipes
for a multicultural palette using modern guidelines
for less fat, sugar, and salt. Recipes, organized by
course, include ingredients, step-by-step instruc
tions, healthy options, servings, and color photos
of the completed dish. Several cooking techniques,
like preparing a rack of lamb, cutting vegetables,
and making a yeast dough, are pictorially described.
An index includes cooking terms as well as recipes.
Introductory material includes sections on freez
ing, flavoring, using kitchen equipment, and safe
and healthy cooking.

350 small home plans: Up to 2,500
square feet. 384p. Hanley Wood, 2005.
ISBN 1931131422. $
728
NA7205

921
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The cook's essential kitchen
dictionary: A complete culinary
resource. Jacques Rolland. 413p.
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extensive index are included. Unfortunately, there
are no photographs.

R. Rose, 2004 ISBN 0778800989. $
641; 641.3
TX349
This resource is an A-Z dictionary of more than
4,000 culinary terms ranging from abalone to
zymurgy. Definitions include some brief history or
origin of items. Occasional charts and black-and
white illustrations complement the text. Both food
and beverage terms are included. Although not
essential in every kitchen, it is essential in any ref
erence collection.
922

925

The essential kitchen: Basic tools,
recipes, and tips for a complete
kitchen. Christine McFadden. 144p.
Rizzoli, 2000 ISBN 084782263X. $
683
TX656

926

Herbs and spices. 1st American ed.
Jill Norman. 336p. DK, 2002. ISBN
0789489392. $
641.6
TX406

This is a beautiful color encyclopedia of herbs and
spices organized by aroma and flavor. Entries pro
vide an overview of each herb or spice, culinary
uses, tasting notes, parts used, buying and stor
ing tips, and harvesting. Supplementary chapters
include material on preparing spices, recipes, a bib
liography, herb and spice sources, and an index.

The food substitutions bible:
More than 5,000 substitutions
for ingredients, equipment and
techniques. David Joachim. 621p.
R. Rose, 2005. ISBN 0778801195. $
641.5
TX652

927

Arranged in alphabetical order, this is a guide to a
wide range of substitutions for ingredients, equip
ment, and techniques used in today's kitchens. A
brief definition is listed for each item, and refer
ences are included. Excellent ingredient guides and
measurement equivalents are compiled in easy-to
use charts and graphs. Also includes an extensive
bibliography.
924

The guide to cooking schools. Shaw
Associates, 1989-2005. ISSN 1040-2616
641.5
TX661

Published annually, this is a directory of culinary
programs around the world. It is arranged by career
and professional programs, recreational programs,
wine courses, and food/wine organizations. Entries
include the program sponsor (school or profes
sional cheO, courses, faculty, cost, location, and
contact information. Appendixes include a list of
accredited programs arranged geographically and
a cooking-school index. This source was discon
tinued in 2005, so libraries may want to hold on to
their latest edition until the information becomes
too dated.

McFadden, a "successful food writer and kitchen
designer," has included in her book recipes, tips,
and tools for a variety of kitchen tasks, including
cutting, grinding, mixing, sieving, and numerous
cooking techniques. Colorful pictures of kitchen
equipment and food entice the reader, with recipes
scattered throughout. Occasional pages fold out for
extensive coverage on a topiC.
923

928

How to break an egg: 1,453
kitchen tips, food fixes, emergency
substitutions, and handy techniques.
By the editors, contributors, and readers
of Fine cooking magazine. 394p. Taunton
Press, 2005. ISBN 1561587982. $
641.5
TX651

Written in Q and A format, How to break an egg
provides answers to common cooking-tip ques
tions. The index is critical, and recommended, for
finding information by topiC. The chapters include
cookware, appliances, ingredient tips, serving, stor
age, and kitchen safety, among others, and within
each chapter, the questions and answers are not in
any particular order. Most pages have violet and
blue-green graphics and page highlights. "Handy
Kitchen Techniques" is the only chapter with color
pictures, and this is appropriate and helpful in
demonstrating techniques.

The Gourmet cookbook: More than
1000 recipes. Ruth Reichl. 1040p.
Houghton Mifflin, 2004. ISBN
0618374086 $
641.59
TX651

A classic name in a cookbook with more than 1,000
recipes for anything you'd ever want, from simple
meals for two to parties of fifty. Exotic foods, every
day foods, and classic and modem recipes, most
compiled from more than sixty years of Gourmet
magazine, are included. Cooking tips and tech
niques, a glossary, a directory of sources, and an

928

163

Joy of cooking. Irma von Starkloff
Rombauer et al. 1136p. Scribner, 1997.

929
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ISBN 9780684818702. $
641.5973

A classic cooking title since 1931, the Joy of cook
ing provides thirty-nine chapters of recipes and
cooking tips for every item imaginable. Several
black-and-white illustrations are used to clarify
ingredients or techniques but may be difficult for
the novice to interpret. All measurements are in
English units, but a conversion chart is included.
Text includes cross-referencing, and occasional
sidebars called "Rules" offer tips. Whether for
breads, meats, sauces, or stews, the Joy oj cooking is
sure to offer a recipe.
929

julia's kitchen wisdom: Essential
techniques and recipes from a lifetime
of cooking. Julia Child and David
Nussbaum. 127p. Knopf, 2000. ISBN
0375411518. $
641.5
TX651

Even though Julia Child died in 2001, her cook
books are still classics. This one contains the fol
lowing: soups and two mother sauces; salads
and their dressings; vegetables; meats, poultry,
and fish; egg cookery; breads, crepes, and tarts;
and cakes and cookies. Several photo spreads of
Julia in action are included. Many recipes have a
"Variations" section with alternate ingredient lists.
Detailed charts for vegetables include the name
of vegetable, preparation, cooking, and finishing
techniques. Cross-referencing throughout and tip
boxes highlighted in light red add to the ease of
use. Child and Nussbaum's is a very succinct refer
ence book.
930

2004. ISBN 1400048265. $
641.5

TX715

Larousse gastronomique. Rev. ed. Joel
Robuchon et al. 1350p. Clarkson Potter,
2001. ISBN 0609609718. $
641.3
TX349

For thirty years The American Heart Association cook
book has concentrated on the taste of its recipes.
The seventh edition is no exception and introduces
150 new recipes. Introductory material includes
dietary guidelines and overviews of several food
groups and additives, including carbs, proteins,
fats, dairy, sodium, and salt. Each recipe includes
servings, ingredients, directions, and serving analy
sis. Cooks' tips are strewn throughout, with conve
nience and storing suggestions. Appendixes include
information on healthy shopping and cooking,
menu planning, and equivalents and substitutions.
The cookbook also includes an extensive index.
932

The new best recipe. 2nd ed. John
Burgoyne, Carl Tremblay, and Daniel Van
Ackere. lO28p. America's Test Kitchen,
2004. ISBN 0936184744 $
641.5
TX715

America's Test Kitchen tests between ten and fifty
variations of a recipe and selects the best one.
This cookbook, from the editors of Cook's illus
trated magazine and affiliated with America's Test
Kitchen, includes 1,000 of these recipes in twenty
two chapters. Informative sidebars like "Science"
provide stories behind some cooking phenomena
and include data tables, special techniques, hints
about ingredients, and food safety. A few black
and-white photos and illustrations are included.
Recipes requiring speCial eqUipment include a
deSCription of the eqUipment, such as tart pans,
fine mesh strainers, torches, and ice-cream mak
ers. The authors also provide evaluations and rec
ommendations of some brand-name eqUipment.
Extensive cross-referencing is used throughout.
933

Begun in 1938, Larousse gastronomique is the ultimate
reference work for culinary professionals. Arranged
alphabetically from abaisse (a sheet of rolled pastry)
to zuppa inglese (a dessert invented by Neapolitan
pastry cooks and ice-cream makers in the nineteenth
century), it is an encyclopedic dictionary contain
ing the history and culture of culinary items from
around the world. Recipes, color photos, and graphs
are scattered throughout the text. Both a general and
a recipe index are included.
931

RC684

The new complete book of herbs,
spices, and condiments. Carol Ann
Rinzler. 422p. Checkmark Books, 2000.
ISBN 0816041520. $
641.3
TX406

Those interested in the nutritional and medici
nal value of plants will find this source useful.
Arranged like an encyclopedia, each article pro
vides the chemical name, common name, USDA
rating, medicinal properties, and uses of various
herbs, spices, and condiments. Includes no piC
tures or illustrations, but a lengthy bibliography,
with online resources, is included. An appendix
lists items that are used in pharmaceuticals, many
of which are hazardous.

The new American Heart Association
cookbook. 7th ed. American Heart
Association. 700p. Clarkson Potter,
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The organic cook's bible: How to
select and cook the best ingredients
on the market. Jeff Cox. 546p. Wiley,
2006. ISBN 0471445789 $
641.5
TX741

937

940

Vegetables, herbs and fruit: An
illustrated encyclopedia. Matthew
Biggs, Bob Flowerdew, and Jekka
McVicar. 640p. Firefly Books, 2006.
ISBN 1554071267. $
635
SB320.9

Cox provides a guide to selecting and preparing
more than 150 organically grown foods from fruits
and vegetables to meat, dairy, and eggs. Arranged
by general food categories, each entry includes
a description of the ingredient history, varieties
available, nutritional benefits, seasonality, prepa
ration, and uses. One recipe is included for each
organic item. Supplemental materials include sec
tions on varieties of organic produce, a recipes
index by category, sources of organic food, a bibli
ography, and an index.

This is a beautifully illustrated guide to vegetables,
herbs, and fruits. Arranged in such manner, each
entry includes several color photographs in vari
ous forms-seed, plant, raw item, and cooked item.
Varieties, cultivation, companion planting, medici
nal, and culinary uses of each item are discussed.
Supplementary material includes types of garden
ing-herb, greenhouse, and more; an extensive glos
sary; a bibliography; seed sources; and an index.

935

Etiquette

Vegan planet: 400 irresistible recipes
with fantastic flavors from home and
around the world. Robin Robertson.
576p. Harvard Common Press, 2003.
ISBN 1558322108. $
641.5
TX837

938

Behave yourself! The essential guide
to international etiquette. Michael
Powell. 141p. Globe Pequot Press, 2005.
ISBN 0762736720 $
395
BJ2137
Sleek and small, this guide to international etiquette
is ideal for the traveler. Organized by country, each
chapter includes tips for meeting and greeting, con
versing, eating and drinking, being out and about,
dressing, and giving gifts and tips. Color photos
and flags of the countries are included. Forty-five
countries from around the globe are included.

Robertson, a former chef and vegetarian-cooking
instructor, provides twenty chapters of vegetar
ian recipes ranging from beverages to breads and
sauces to sandwiches. A lengthy list of resources
(with URLs) and an index are available, but no pic
tures. Highlighted tip articles and "Did You Know"
sidebars provide additional information in easy-to
read format. The recipes appear both practical and
tasty and should work for the beginner or novice.
A "Vegan Basics" chapter with nutritional informa
tion provides a nice introduction.
936

939

Vegetables from amaranth to zucchini:
The essential reference; 500 recipes
and 275 photographs. Elizabeth
Schneider. 777p. Morrow, 2001. ISBN
0688152600. $
641.6
TX801

Emily Post's etiquette. 17th ed. Peggy
Post. 876p. HarperCoIlins, 2004. ISBN
0066209579. $
395
BJ1853

Peggy Post, a descendant of Emily Post and "today's
recognized leading authority on etiquette," has
provided a completely rewritten and revised edi
tion to a classic. In addition to the standard advice
on entertainment and social gatherings, the sev
enteenth edition also covers netiquette, road rage,
online dating, cell-phone courtesy, and travel post
September 11. Includes an extensive index, and
chapters have page cutouts for quick access. The
main piece of advice is in boldface, followed by a
description.

Schneider, a prolific author of books and articles
about food, features more than 500 recipes and
275 photographs for soups, sauces, and hun
dreds of vegetables, from amaranth to zucchini.
Each vegetable has its own article containing the
description, basic use, selection, storage, prepara
tion, and a recipe(s). Caution: this source is not a
vegetarian cookbook; many dishes include meat.
Also includes a bibliography, recipe ideas, and
indexes for recipes and vegetables by their com
mon and botanical names.

940
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Emily Post's wedding etiquette. 5th ed.
Peggy Post. 405p. HarperCoIlins, 2006.
ISBN 0060745045. $
395.2
BJ2051
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Post provides a premiere guide to wedding etiquette
from the engagement through the anniversary cel
ebrations. New material includes same-sex ceremo
nies, the use of technology in wedding planning,
and destination weddings.

How to be a perfect stranger, see 115.
941

International business etiquette:
Asia and the Pacific Rim. Ann Marie
Sabath. 223p. ASJA Press, 2002. ISBN
0595248012. $
395.5209
HF5389.3
International business etiquette:
Europe. Ann Marie Sabath. 255p. Choice
Press, 2004. ISBN 0595323316. $
395.52094
HF5389.3; E87
International business etiquette: Latin
America. Ann Marie Sabath. 221p.
Career Press, 2000. ISBN 1564144291. $
395.5
HF5389.3

In this series, Sabath, an author and speaker on the
topic of business etiquette, provides an overview
of conducting business internationally and of the
cultures of hundreds of countries in Asia and the
Pacific Rim, Europe, and Latin America. For each
country, demographic details and cultural differ
ences are discussed, including dining, gestures,
greetings, decision making, punctuality, tipping,
and women in business. General statistics and travel
information on each country are also provided. Of
particular interest is the "Whatever You Do (Don't
Do This)" section in each book that highlights the
absolute unacceptable business behavior in each
country.
942

Miss Manners' guide to excruciatingly
correct behavior. Rev. ed. Judith Martin.
858p. W W Norton, 2005. ISBN
0393058743. $
395
BJ1853

A reference classic, Miss Manners' guide provides a
humorous question-and-answer discussion of the
appropriate behavior for any occasion. Ranging
from birth to death and marriage to children, each
section begins with an introduction and is followed
by the question-and-answer format.
943

The new basic black: Home training
for modern times. Rev. ed. Karen
Grigsby Bates and Karen E. Hudson.
523p. Doubleday, 2006. ISBN

0385516266 $
395

BJ1854

Bates, an NPR correspondent, Time magazine col
umnist, and author, and Hudson, a columnist for
Wave Newspaper Group, author, and speaker, have
created a revision of the 1996 edition. Contents
include communication, life lessons, dating, race
in the workplace, and holidays. The intended audi
ence is African Americans, but most of the advice
applies to all humans.

Festivals and Holidays
944

Encyclopedia of American holidays
and national days. Len Travers. 2v.
Greenwood, 2006. ISBN 0313331308. $$
394.26973
GT4803

An in-depth look at thirty-six of America's holidays

and national days, including several nontraditional
entries, like Earth Day, Gay Pride, Halloween,
Election Day, Super Bowl Sunday, and Father's
Day. Traditional national and religious events,
like Easter, Passover, Thanksgiving, Christmas,
Kwanzaa, and Hanukkah, are included as well.
Entries are several pages in length and discuss the
origin, development, and changes in each celebra
tion. Black-and-white photos and a bulleted list of
facts and statistics of each event are listed. An exten
sive index and a bibliography are also included.
945

Encyclopedia of holidays and
celebrations: A country-by-country
guide. Matthew Dennis. 3v. Facts on
File, 2006 ISBN 0816062358. $$
39426
GT3930

Holidays and celebrations from Afghanistan to
Zimbabwe and 204 other countries in between are
highlighted in this three-volume set. The first two
volumes are organized alphabetically by country
and include a country fact file with statistics and
cultural description of the country, a historical
introduction, short entries for various holidays
and celebrations, and further readings. Volume 3
contains longer overview entries, alphabetically,
on major holidays and world religions. Detailed
appendixes include maps of the world, calendar
systems, holidays by country, and various indexes.
Fun fonts, graphics, and illustrations bring the
pages to life.
946
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Holiday symbols and customs.
3rd ed. Sue Ellen Thompson.
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895p. Omnigraphics, 2003 ISBN
0780805011. $
394.26
GT3930
This is an international guide to the religious, cal
endar, and national festivals of hundreds of nations.
The entries are arranged alphabetically, and each
entry includes the type of holiday, date of obser
vance, location where celebrated, symbols and cus
toms, related holidays, origins, further reading, and
websites.

jain, and Zoroastrian denominations; Native North
American Indian celebrations; an expanded section
on calendar systems; and a perpetual calendar. The
dictionary is arranged alphabetically by the name
of the celebration and ranges from Aban Parab, at
entry number 0001, to the Zydeco Music Festival,
at number 2496. Entries include the name of the
celebration, time period, a brief description, con
tact information, and sources consulted.
949

947

Holidays and anniversaries of the
world: A comprehensive catalog
containing detailed information on
every month and day of the year,
with coverage of more than 26,000
holidays, anniversaries, fasts and
feasts, holy days of the saints, the
blesseds, and other days of religious
significance, birthdays of the famous,
important dates in history, and special
events and their sponsors. 3rd ed.
Beth A. Baker. 1184p. Gale, 1999. ISBN
0810354772 $$
394.26
CE76
The third edition includes more than 26,000
entries on regional, national, and international hol
idays; birthdates of prominent individuals; and his
torical events. Arranged daily, including February
29, each day begins with international holidays,
religious calendar events, and birthdates and ends
with historical events. Each month is highlighted
with the history, holidays, and special events of
the month. A 100-page index of names, terms, and
events is included.
948

Traditional festivals: A multicultural
encyclopedia. Christian Roy 2v. ABC
CLlO,2005 ISBN 1576070891. $$
394.26
GT3925

More than 150 traditional festivals from around
the world are described at great length. The fes
tivals include the major feasts of all world reli
gions and religious groups-Christianity, judaism,
Hinduism, Sikhism, Buddhism, Voodoo, Baha'ism,
Islam, ancient Greek and Roman, Native American,
and several African tribes. With an alphabetical
arrangement, each article is titled and includes see
also references and recommended readings.
950

United States holidays and
observances: By date, jurisdiction,
and subject, fully indexed. Steve
Raj tar. 165p. McFarland, 2003. ISBN
0786414464. $
394.26973
GT4803

Arranged by month and day, this source lists and
describes holidays in the United States. Federal,
state, and religious holidays are included for the
fifty states and U.S. territories. A subject index,
name index, and list of holidays by jurisdiction
(state and territory) are included.

Holidays, festivals, and celebrations
of the world dictionary: Detailing
nearly 2,500 observances from all 50
states and more than 100 nations;
A compendious reference guide to
popular, ethnic, religious, national,
and ancient holidays. 3rd ed. Helene
Henderson. 906p. Omnigraphics, 2005.
ISBN 0780804228. $$
394.26
GT3925

Foods
951

An A-Z of food and drink. john Ayto.
375p. Oxford Univ. Pr., 2002. ISBN
0192803522. $
641.03
TX349

First published in 1990 as The glutton's glossary,
then in 1993 as The diner's dictionary. Here, Oxford
provides the origin and description of hundreds
of culinary terms, from abundance (a firm cheese)
to zwieback (a biscuit). The definitions range from
a few sentences to paragraphs and do not include
pronunciation. This title is also available electron
ically.

The third edition of this classic collection con
tains nearly 2,500 observances from the United
States and more than 100 nations. New content
includes more than 400 brand-new entries includ
ing independence and national days around the
world; religious holidays from the Muslim, Sikh,
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Bowes and Church's food values of
portions commonly used. 18th ed. jean
A. Thompson Pennington and judith
Spungen Douglass. 452p. Lippincott
Williams and Wilkins, 2005. ISBN
0781744296. $
613.2
TX551

A niche book, this contains tables of the nutritional
content of foods, from infant formula, to fast food, to
the usual categories of food consumed by humans.
Each entry includes common name and serving size
and thirty-two other associated nutritional values.
Charts include common name versus Latin name
and food name versus synonym. Brand names are
provided to help identify foods. Items listed include
calories, fats, carbohydrates, fiber, vitamins, miner
als, and amino acids in an average portion. More
than 8,500 foods are listed. This will be a valuable
reference for anyone with special dietary concerns.
953

The Cambridge world history of food.
Kenneth F Kiple and Kriemhild Conee
Ornelas. 2v., 2200p. Cambridge Univ.
Pr., 2000. ISBN 0521402166. $$
641.3
TX353

A two-volume encyclopedia, Cambridge provides a
comprehensive look at the history of world food,
including staple foods, food-related disorders,
food and drinks from around the world, nutrients
and deficiencies, and much more. Supplementary
materials include sources consulted, a name and
Latin name index, and a very extensive subject
index. Several black-and-white photos and illustra
tions and charts and tables appear throughout the
volumes, each 1,100 pages in length.
954

A freely accessible website from the Department of
Agriculture, the Food and Nutrition Information
Center has provided information on food and nutri
tion for more than thirty-five years. It is searchable
by keyword, browsable in a number of ways, and
provides access to specialized databases. Information
is thorough, current, and true to the quoted claim.
956

Food and Nutrition Information
Center. Food and Nutrition Information

The foodlover's atlas of the world.
Martha Rose Shulman. 288p. Firefly
Books, 2002. ISBN 1552975711. $
641.3
TX641

Covering Europe, Africa and the Middle East, Asia
and Australia, and the Americas, this atlas includes
recipes, beautiful photographs, history, staple
foods, and other specialties of the region. Sidebars
include signature dishes and traditional ingredients
of various countries and regions. Further readings
and an index are included.
957

The Oxford book of health foods.
]. G. Vaughan and Patricia A. judd.
188p. Oxford Univ. Pr., 2003. ISBN
0198504594. $
641.3
T~ffl

This health-food book is arranged in encyclopedic
fashion with entries from alfalfa to yarrow. Each
entry features a color illustration (sometimes a
color photo) of the item, the origin and cultivation,
description, culinary and nutritional value, folklore,
and evidence. Supplementary material includes
recommended reading, glossary, and index.

Encyclopedia of food and culture.
Solomon H. Katz and William Woys
Weaver. 3v. Scribner, 2003. ISBN
0684805685. $$
394.1
GT2850

This informative and delightful encyclopedia in
cludes more than 600 scholarly articles about
food and culture in society, with an international
focus. Articles range from 250 to 10,000 words and
include a bibliography. Three volumes cover top
ics ranging from wedding cakes to pancakes and
Baha'i to bento box. More than 400 photos, side
bars, menus, and recipes are scattered throughout;
includes an index.
955

Center, United States Dept. of
Agriculture, National Agricultural
Library. www.nal.usda.gov/fnic/.

958

The Oxford companion to food. 2nd
ed. Alan Davidson and Tomjaine.
907p. Oxford Univ. Pr., 2006. ISBN
0192806815. $
641.3003
TX349

More than 2,600 articles on everyday staple foods
from around the world are included, from aard
vark (tastes like pork) to zuppa inglese (tastes like a
sponge cake). Arranged alphabetically, the entries
are generally one-third page and discuss the ori
gin and history of particular foods and food-related
issues. Cross-references, highlighted in green text,
stand out in each entry, along with the occasional
black-and-white illustration. Entries were included
if they fit into one of four broader categories
food plants, animals, cooked foods and prepared
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964

beverages, and the larger aspect of culture, regional
dishes, diet, and meals. The impact of globaliza
tion on food availability and the impact of televi
sion cooking shows also receive discussion. Maps
detailing food globalization are included as well as
a selective index to terms.

962

959

This comprehensive guide is organized in two
parts. The first part focuses on planning and infra
structure: basic carpentry, plumbing, and wiring
techniques. The second part focuses on details,
like remodeling projects for doors and windows,
walls and ceilings, floor finishes, basements and
attics, and kitchens and bathrooms. An abundance
of photographs with parts labeled as well as many
well-labeled black-and-white illustrations provide
additional detail. Each article has sidebars at the
beginning listing tools and materials required and
sidebars scattered throughout with special notes
and techniques. Reference charts and tables, a glos
sary, and an index are also included.

The Oxford encyclopedia of food
and drink in America. Andrew F
Smith. 2v. Oxford Univ. Pr., 2004.
ISBN 0195154371. $$
641.3
TX349

In two volumes, more than 700 entries describe the
history of American food. Arranged alphabetically,
the encyclopedia includes articles on food items,
regional and cultural cooking, and holidays. Entries
are signed and include a bibliography. Extensive
index, bibliography, food festivals, libraries, and
museums are included in supplementary material.

Home Improvement
960

963

Additions: How to expand your home.
Larry Johnston. 175p. Meredith Books,
2005. ISBN 0696225441. $
643.7
TH4816.2

The complete photo guide to home
improvement: 300 projects and 2000
photos. Rev. ed. Black and Decker.
598p. Creative Pub. International, 2005.
ISBN 1589232127. $
643
TH4816

The complete photo guide to outdoor
home improvement: More than 150
projects. Black and Decker. 502p.
Creative Pub. International, 2002. ISBN
1589230434 $
643
TH4816

Using text, photographs, and step-by-step instruc
tions, this guide highlights more than ISO outdoor
projects, including fences, walls, decks, porches,
sheds, and outdoor accessories. Entries average
four pages in length and include the tools and
materials needed, written steps, and photos of
techniques, perfect for photocopying. An index is
also available.

Chapters cover the steps from assessing your cur
rent home to planning and building your addi
tion. Only 175 pages, but this slim book seems to
cover the topic well and also includes a glossary,
an index, color-coded chapters, and sidebars. Each
article features plenty of color photographs and
illustrations. Additions appears to focus on cover
ing available options for home owners interested in
building an addition themselves.

Complete home improvement and
repair. 2nd ed. Donald W Vandervort
and Lowe's. 560p. Sunset, 2005. ISBN
0376009225 $
643.7
TH4816

964

Home improvement 101: Everyday
care and repair made easy. Jerri
Farris and Thomas G. Lemmer. 270p.
Creative Pub. International, 2005.
ISBN 1589231805. $
643
TH4817.3

Color-coded chapters discuss planning and options,
interior and outdoor finishes, and mechanical sys
tems. Each chapter starts with a guide to each sys
tem, tools needed, any special techniques required,
and installation and maintenance issues. Adding
detail are the plentiful and colorful photos, charts,
well-labeled parts diagrams, sidebars for additional
details and tips, and an index. Unusual words are
defined in context, and project steps are enumer
ated, concise, and clear.

A Black and Decker publication, Home improve
ment 101 provides tips for the care and repair of
everyday household problems like plumbing; heat
ing, ventilation, air-conditioning, and insulation;
appliances; and walls. Each chapter starts with a
description of the way things should work, with
well-labeled illustrations of all significant structural
parts, then an FAQ-like article. Articles include
sidebars like "Call a Pro!" when a job requires more
than a home owner can realistically do and lots of
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colorful photos and illustrations. Cutaways and
exploded views add valuable detail. Repair steps
are numbered and brief, including most common
household repairs and maintenance but not the
less-common or difficult ones. A glossary, conver
sion charts, and an index are also available.
965

Renovation. 3rd ed. Michael W
Litchfield. 534p. Taunton Press, 2005.
ISBN 1561585882. $
643
TH4816

Litchfield, who has thirty years of home-renovation
experience, provides a comprehensive guide to
home improvement. The twenty chapters cover
assessing, planning, building, and finishing. Also
includes a glossary; lots of good, colorful, and
well-labeled photos and illustrations; sidebars;
and tables. At more than 500 pages, Renovation is
detailed without being too technical for the average
home owner.

sidebars, conversion charts, an index, and cross
references throughout.
968

One of the ninety-three books included in the
Health Reference Series, this basic consumer-health
information guide tells how to avoid or minimize
the potential dangers in poisons, chemicals, and
fire. It includes information on water hazards, safe
use of home maintenance eqUipment, choosing
toys and nursery furniture, and holiday and recre
ation safety. Although no pictures are included, it
does feature plenty of bullet-pointed information,
instructions, and checklists as well as a glossary
and lists of additional resources.
969

Housekeeping
966

Cleaning: Plain and simple. Donna
Smallin. 307p. Storey Books, 2006.
ISBN 1580176070 $
648
TX324

Smallin, a "recognized expert on efficient ways to
clear clutter and simplify life" and author of Orga
nizing: Plain and simple, discusses room-by-room
and everyday challenges and solutions. It con
tains no color pictures, but it is still attractive and
includes sidebars offering tips on keeping it simple,
making it yourself, saving money, and recognizing
safety issues. Comprehensive coverage also features
laundry solutions, lists of further resources with
URLs, tables, charts, and a detailed index.
967

The complete household handbook:
The best ways to clean, maintain
and organize your home. Good
Housekeeping Institute. 400p. Hearst
Books, 2005 ISBN 1588164039. $
640
TX301

This handbook would be great for the newly inde
pendent or new to the United States because all
aspects of basic housekeeping are covered: cleaning,
laundry and clothing care, food and the kitchen,
decorating, storage, maintenance and repair, home
finances, and safety. Also features lots of colorful
illustrations, charts, detailed special instructions,

Household safety sourcebook. Dawn
D. Matthews. 606p. Omnigraphics,
2002. ISBN 0780803388. $
613.6
TX150

How to clean and care for practically
anything. The Editors of Consumer
Reports. 280p. Consumer Reports
Special Publications, 2002. ISBN
0890439656. $
348.5
TX324

All articles are A-Z style and include cleaning
agents, appliances, tools, laundry, and flooring.
Special topics include stain removal, fire and flood
damage, and homemade cleaning products. An
index, helpful-hints sidebars, tables, and charts add
detail. Although it seems up-to-date and includes
current fabric names like viscose and lyocell, it has
poor-quality paper that is already browning and
outdated-looking clip art.
970

How to organize just about every
thing: More than 500 step-by-step
instructions for everything from
organizing your closets to planning a
wedding to creating a flawless filing
system. Peter Walsh. 501p. Free Press,
2004. ISBN 0743254945. $
640
TX147

Walsh, a professional organizer and host of the
Learning Channel TV show Clean Sweep, provides a
thorough guide to getting organized, with chapters
covering the small to large organizational challenges
of living plus chapters like "Travel and Adventure,"
"The Unexpected," and "In Your Dreams" (how to
win an Academy Award, become an Olympian,
etc.). Sidebars include "Tips," "Warning," and
"Who knew." Chapters have unique page-comer
icons for easy browsing. A big index and cross
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and many clear, colorful, and well-labeled illustra
tions. Each chapter begins with a detailed table of
contents, and each has informative sidebars, enu
merated steps, and cross-referencing.

references throughout provide easy access to spe
cific information. No photographs or illustrations,
but it does have lots of charts and tables and guide
lines broken down into enumerated steps.

974

Interior Decoration
971

The pocket decorator. Leslie Banker
and Pamela Banker. 216p. Universe,
2004. ISBN 0789310570 $
747
NK2115

975

Complete do-it-yourself manual.
Rev ed. Family Handyman editors.
528p. Reader's Digest, 2005. ISBN
0762105798. $
643
TH4817.3

From the editors of Family handyman magazine,
this revised edition includes hand and power tools,
fasteners and adhesives, and repair and improve
ment guidelines for all major household systems.
Additional chapters cover furniture repair, healthy
homes, emergency repair, and storage projects. Lots
of well-labeled colorful pictures, illustrations, and
cutaway views provide detail. Chapters are color
coded, have sidebars and charts, and show tools
in use by men and women. An index and resource
section are also available.

The ultimate house book. Terence
Conran and Elizabeth Wilhide.
272p. Conran Octopus, 2003. ISBN
1840912863. $
747
NK2115

Wilhide and Conran, "one of the world's leading
designers," illustrate the concepts behind good
home architecture and interior decorating rather
than providing lots of examples of good ideas,
focusing mostly on modern, minimalist design the
ory. Part 1 covers how to plan, build, and decorate
living spaces, while part 2 provides guides to home
improvements, buying a first home, and work
ing with contractors and architects. Supplemen
tary materials include an interior-decorating and
architectural-materials directory and an index.

976

The complete guide to home plumbing.
3rd ed. Black and Decker and Creative
Publishing. 302p. Creative Pub. Inter
national, 2005. ISBN 1589232011. $
696
TH6124

The steps necessary in planning and installing new
plumbing to replacing and repairing old plumbing
are detailed in this guide. Exploded and cutaway
views make information very clear, and lots of col
orful pictures and illustrations, with parts clearly
labeled, add more detail. Additional materials are
conversion charts, resources, and an index.

Maintenance and Repair
973

Carpentry and trimwork step-by-step.
Larry Johnston. 160p. Meredith Books,
2004. ISBN 0696221101. $
694.6
TH5607

Color-coded chapters include safety, tools, mate
rials, techniques, and projects. Each project has a
"you'll need" sidebar detailing time, skill, and tool
requirements. Instructions are clear, and steps are
numbered. Cross-references throughout, lots of
color photographs, tables and charts, a glossary,
and an index add value. Features good photo
graphs of proper tool usage.

Leslie Banker, a leading interior decorator with
thirty years' experience whose work has appeared
in Architectural digest, House and garden, and Town
and country, along with her daughter, has created
a pocket-size reference featuring the principles of
design, architectural elements, fabrics, furniture,
hardware, lighting, motifs, trimmings, and wall,
window, and floor treatments. Although no spe
cific interior-decorating advice is given, the various
elements of interior decoration are explained.
972

977

Big book of home how-to. 928p.
Meredith Books, 2003. ISBN
0696217287 $
643
TH4817.3

977

The publishers of Better homes and gardens magazine
have produced a more than 900-page bargain cost
ing only $25. Contents include basic and advanced
repair and installation guides for all household sys
tems. Also included are a glossary, an index, charts,
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The complete guide to home wiring:
Including information on home
electronics and wireless technology.
Rev. ed. Andrew Kane. 334p. Creative
Pub. International, 2005. ISBN

978
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1589232135. $
621.319

and simple. Has lots of colorful pictures and mul
ticolored, well-labeled illustrations. Cutaway and
exploded views add more information, as do the
glossary and index, but this is not as thorough cov
erage as The complete guide to home plumbing.

TK3285

This big, attractive book has its contents broken
down into two broad sections: basic electrical repairs
and advanced wiring projects, which includes out
door wiring, home automation, and networking.
Lots of colorful pictures with parts clearly labeled
as necessary and photographs showing typical
problem areas to aid in troubleshooting add detail.
More detail is provided by charts, diagrams, and
sidebars, including "Everything You Need" and "See
Inspector's Notebook" sections, cross-references, a
resource list, and an index. All states' building codes
are not covered, but a center section describes com
mon electrical code requirements.
978

981

This book discusses plans, decorations, repairs,
improvements, security, and tools using well
labeled, colorful pictures and illustrations, sidebar
tips, cutaway views, and comparison tables to add
detail. It includes a glossary and a detailed index,
and the chapters are color coded. Bonus material
includes inside-front-cover and back-cover sizing
guides and conversion charts.

Complete trimwork and carpentry.
Stanley Works. 240p. Meredith Books,
2004. ISBN 0696221144. $
694
TH5695

982

Primarily discussing remodeling, this book covers
planning, employing basic techniques, customizing
ideas, and choosing tools and materials. More detail
is provided in sidebars with checklists and tips, color
photographs and illustrations, conversion charts, a
glossary, a resource guide, and an index.
979

The home plumbing handbook.
Charles McConnell. 177p. Delmar/
Thomson Learning, 2004. ISBN
140185625X. $
696
TH6124

Parenting

Plumbing: Basic, intermediate and
advanced projects. Merle Henkenius.
nIp. Creative Homeowner, 2002.
ISBN 1580110851. $
696
TH6124

Plumbing changes and additions; drains, vents, and
traps; repairs and installations of toilets, sinks, bath
tubs, and showers; water heaters, filters, and soften
ers; and sump pumps, septic systems, and wells are
discussed in this home-owner's guide. Each how-to
article lists required tools and materials and time
needed and includes sidebars. Steps are numbered

The ultimate home and property
maintenance manual. Joe Beck. 350p.
McGraw-Hill, 2005. ISBN 0071439307. $
643
TH4817.3

Beck, an "expert contractor/landscaper with years
of experience caring for prestigious homes," covers
everything from tools and all household elements
to pools and yards. Additional materials include
climate and geographic considerations and such
special problems as radon, asbestos, and floods.
Each repair task is identified as being from "Easy:
1-2 hours" to "Very Difficult: 7-10 hours" and fea
tures sidebars and black-and-white photographs,
which are somewhat outdated in appearance. The
times given are for a beginner with proper tools.
Coverage is expansive, and articles are informative
yet succinct, but the listed costs of tools and mate
rials could become outdated quickly.

McConnel1, a journeyman and master plumber,
says he wrote this book for the dO-it-yourselfer, but
he usually writes for professionals. The twenty-four
chapters cover common plumbing replacements
and repairs and include sidebars detailing materi
als and tools needed. Additional material details
fittings, calculations, building-code resources, and
parts.
980

Popular Mechanics complete home
how-to. Albert Jackson and David
Day 514p. Hearst Books, 2004. ISBN
1588163024. $
643
TH4817.3

983

Caring for your baby and young child:
Birth to age 5. 4th ed. Steven P Shelov
and American Academy of Pediatrics.
752p. Bantam Books, 2004. ISBN
055338290X. $
649
RJ61

In the biggest book published by the American
Academy of Pediatrics, the more than 750 pages
cover topics like preparation for the new baby,
birth, basic infant care, and feeding, and chapters
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cover the first days, first month, and so forth. It
also covers emergencies, various bodily systems,
and environmental concerns. Comprehensive cov
erage with cross-references, charts, bullet-pointed
highlighted information, and sidebars.
984

Caring for your school-age child:
Ages 5 to 12. Rev. ed. Edward L. Schor
and American Academy of Pediatrics.
624p. Bantam Books, 1999. ISBN
0553379925 $
HQ772
649

The more than 600 pages discuss topiCS like health
and normal development, behavior and disci
pline, emotional problems and behavior disorders,
chronic health problems, and common medical
problems. Includes an index, charts, and enu
merated or bullet-pointed important information
detailed with sidebars.
985

Caring for your teenager: The
complete and authoritative guide.
Donald E. Greydanus and Philip Bashe.
606p. Bantam Books, 2003. ISBN
0553379968. $
305.235
HQ799.15

990

International encyclopedia of marriage and
family, see 329.
987

Parenthood in America: An encyclo
pedia. Lawrence Balter. 2v. ABC-CLIO,
2000. ISBN 1576072134. $$
HQ755.8
306.85

Balter, a professor of applied psychology at New
York University and a "nationally known expert
in child development and parenting," is editor for
these two volumes totaling more than 700 pages
written by more than 180 contributors. It is similar
in layout to The family in America and is also one
of the six titles making up the .American Family
series. Topics are arranged alphabetically, have
encyclopedia-like entries, include cross-references,
and have a list of references. Provides a few black
and-white photos and a huge index.
988

A parent's guide to first aid. Roxanne
Nelson. 208p. Parent's Guide Press,
2002. ISBN 1931199205. $
618.9200252
RJ370

The more than 600 pages and comprehensive cov
erage feature topiCS from adolescent change; teens
at home, school, and in the world; and good health
for teens. An index, charts, enumerated or bullet
pointed important information, and sidebars add
valuable information.

Nelson has written an easy-to-use first-aid manual
for parents. Topics are arranged alphabetically
and include minor first aid through the emer
gency. Articles have sidebars indicating important
information and severity of a problem and bullet
pointed information with alternating shading for
sections of lengthy text to make for easier reading
and place keeping. The back of the book has an
index and blank pages for parents' notes and emer
gency phone numbers.

Encyclopedia of children and childhood, see 375.

989

986

The family in America: An ency
clopedia. Joseph M. Hawes and
Elizabeth F. Shores. 2v. ABC-CLIO,
2001. ISBN 1576072320. $$
HQ536
306.85

Toy tips: A parent's essential guide
to smart toy choices. Marianne M.
Szymanski and Ellen Neuborne. 242p.
Jossey-Bass, 2004. ISBN 0787974366. $
649
GV1218.5

Toys for babies through adolescents are discussed
in this guide. Shopping for toys, educational toys,
family toys, classics, and modem videos and DVDs
are included. Very few brand names are given, and
toys are arranged by function, with paragraphs titled
"Benefits," 'Timing," "Warning," and "Conclusion."
Articles have sidebars and work sheets, and some
have a "Tales from the Toy Tips Lab" anecdote.

Hawes, a professor of history, and Shores take an
"incisive, multidisciplinary look at the American
family over the past 200 years. Important coverage
includes: public policies, organizations and pro
grams, health and social issues, the family constel
lation, research and theorists, family customs and
pastimes." This two-volume set, similar in layout
to Parenthood in America, is also one of the six titles
making up the American Family series. Topics are
arranged alphabetically, have encyclopedia-like
entries, include cross-references, and have a list of
references. Provides a few black-and-white photos
and a huge index.

Pets
990
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The complete home veterinary guide.
Chris C. Pinney 819p. McGraw-Hill,

991
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2004. ISBN 0071412727. $
636.089

SF981

Pinney, a veterinarian, includes detailed home
veterinary care for every pet imaginable, the
exception-horses. Cats, dogs, fish, birds, rabbits,
potbellied pigs, reptiles, amphibians, and inverte
brates are just part of what is covered. If that isn't
enough, Pinney also covers injured and orphaned
wildlife, geriatric pets, unusual diseases, and holis
tic pet care. Also available electronically.
991

Encyclopedia of pets and pet care: The
essential family reference guide to pet
breeds and pet care. David Alderton.
512p. Lorenz Books, 2004 ISBN
0754813967 $
636.0887
SF416

Published as a compilation of three older pet
care books-Cats, cat breeds and cat care, by Alan
Edwards (1999); Complete dog book, by Peter Larkin
and Mike Stockman (2001); and The ultimate ency
clopedia oj small pets and pet care (a U.S. publica
tion called Exotic pet handbook), by David Alderton
and Yolanda Heersma (2001)-this encyclopedia
includes information on the care of cats, dogs,
birds, fish, herptiles and invertebrates, and other
small animals. Similar in layout to a DK title, it
includes many color photos and illustrations.

Gallerstein, a veterinarian, and Mancini have writ
ten an informative guide to owning a bird. Bird
selection, characteristics, and care are discussed
and illustrated. Bird clubs and shows, breeding and
anatomy, and veterinary care are also discussed.
Appendixes include national bird clubs, websites, a
brief history of birds, and a lengthy general index.
994

In his simply written guide to birds, Alderton
discusses choosing the eqUipment, giving basic
care, buying, showing, and breeding of birds. Bird
groups are discussed as well, each describing vari
ous characteristics of the birds. Each bird included
gets several paragraphs of coverage, one color pic
ture (more if male and female have different color
ing), and a "breed box" listing length, incubation
period, fledging period, and clutch size.

Cats
995

992

The Merck veterinary manual. 9th ed.
Cynthia M. Kahn, ed. 2712p. Merck,
2005 ISBN 0911910506. $
636.089
SF745

993

The complete pet bird owner's hand
book. 3rd ed. Gary A. Gallerstein and
Julie R. Mancini. Hlp. Avian, 2003.
ISBN 1895270251. $
636.6
SF461

ASPCA complete cat care manual. A.
T. B. Edney 192p. Dorling Kindersley,
2006 ISBN 0756617421. $
636.8
SF447

Edney, a veterinarian, provides care, feeding,
grooming, and health information for cats of all
types. Many illustrations demonstrate various
training techniques in steps and stages, including
bathing a cat! Color photos, a glossary, a cat-care
health record, an index, and resources for more
information are also included.

With a much greater emphasis on veterinary medi
cine and animal health, the fiftieth anniversary edi
tion of this manual includes current concerns such
as West Nile virus and chronic wasting disease.
Included are horses, cattle, swine, sheep, goats,
chickens, dogs, and cats, with a special section on
exotic and laboratory animals. Bodily systems from
circulatory to urinary, behavior, pathology, and
emergency medicine are all discussed. Merck veteri
nary is very comprehensive.

Birds

The ultimate encyclopedia of
caged and aviary birds: A practical
family reference guide to keeping
pet birds, with expert advice on
buying, understanding, breeding and
exhibiting birds. David Alderton. 256p.
Southwater, 2005. ISBN 1844761606. $
636.6
SF460.6

996

The Cat Fanciers' Association
complete cat book. Mordecai Siegal.
495p. HarperResource, 2004. ISBN
0062702335. $
636.8
SF442

After a brief history of the Cat Fanciers' Association
and pedigreed cats, the majority of this book high
lights hundreds of cat breeds in alphabetical order.
Each breed has several pages of coverage, includ
ing a photo, introduction and physical description,
personality information, grooming requirements,
origin and history, and standard grading sheet.
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Additional material discusses selecting a cat, cat
and kitten behavior, and a veterinary guide. A color
photo spread is found in the center of the book.
997

1001

Cat owner's manual. Bruce Fogle. 288p.
DK, 2003. ISBN 0789493209. $
636.8
SF447

The complete dog book. 20th ed.
American Kennel Club. 858p.
Ballantine, 2006. ISBN 0345476263. $
636.7
SF426

Arranged by type of dog-sporting, hound, work
ing, terrier, toy, and nonsporting-this is a guide
to hundreds of dog breeds. Each entry includes a
slightly outdated photo, history, and official stan
dards of the breed. Additional information includes
tips for living with your dog, canine health and first
aid, a glossary, and an index.

Cat breeds of all types are discussed and described in
this owner's manual. General cat anatomy, behavior,
and a veterinary guide are also discussed. Each cat
breed features several color photos, a description,
and a history of the breed. A sidebar for each breed
contains the key facts and standards for the breed.
998

1004

1002

Essential cat: The ultimate guide to
caring for your cat. Caroline Davis.
192p. Reader's Digest, 2005. ISBN
0762104961. $
636.8
SF447

Dogs: The ultimate dictionary of over
1,000 dog breeds. Desmond Morris.
752p. Trafalgar Square, 2002. ISBN
1570762198 $
636.7
SF422

This general guide to choosing a cat highlights cat
behavior, cat care, and general health-care and
reproductive information. Information is presented
with fast facts, questions and answers, and "Did
You Know" sidebars. Color photos, illustrations,
and charts and graphs add value to material.

A quick reference guide to dog breeds, Dogs is
organized by type of breeds-sporting, livestock,
and service dogs. Each entry includes a black-and
white illustration and an overview of the history
and origin of dog breeds. Brief descriptions of
physical characteristics are included as well. The
focus of this book is the history of the dog breed.

999

1003

The new encyclopedia of the cat.
Bruce Fogle. 288p. DK, 2001. ISBN
0789480212. $
636.8
SF442.2

The history of felines, their relationships with
humans, and typical feline anatomy and behavior
are discussed in this encyclopedia. The majority
of the book focuses on domestic cat breeds, with
each breed charting the characteristics of sociabil
ity, activity level, grooming, vocal abilities, and
registries for the breed. Includes a short veterinary
guide, a glossary, and an index as well.

This encyclopedia covers as many breeds as AKC's
2006 book, with larger pages and lots of color
ful pictures. It covers the history, temperament,
upkeep, health, form and function of the various
breeds. Charts for each breed highlight the energy
level, temperament, ease of training, grooming, and
ideal conditions for the dogs. Definitions of medi
cal conditions, canine genetic health resources, a
glossary, and dog anatomy are also included.

Dogs
1000

Encyclopedia of dog breeds. 2nd ed.
D. Caroline Coile. 352p. Barron's, 2005.
ISBN 0764157000. $
636.7
SF422

1004
ASPCA complete dog care manual.
Bruce Fogle. 192p. Dorling Kindersley,
2006. ISBN 075661743X. $
636.70887
SF427

New complete dog training manual.
1st American ed. Bruce Fogle et al.
176p. DK, 2002. ISBN 078948398X. $
636.7
SF431

Fogle, a veterinarian, presents training and behav
ioral techniques for dogs, from basic commands
of come, sit, and stay to advanced techniques of
retrieving and agility training. The color photos,
step-by-step instructions with illustrations, and
ease of reading make this a great book for new dog
owners. When not in use, it will sit nicely on the
coffee table.

Arranged in typical DK fashion, this source includes
lots of photos, charts, and graphs for the care and
training of dogs. Feeding, grooming, training,
and health-care information are discussed as well
as breeding and showing dogs. A glossary, index,
dog-care record, and further-information resources
are listed as well.
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discussed. Additional material includes a glossary,
useful websites, an index of common and scientific
names, and a general index.

The original dog bible: The definitive
source for all things dog. Kristin
Mehus-Roe. 750p. BowTie Press, 2005.
ISBN 1931993343. $
636.7
SF426

Horses

This source discusses the history of dogs, choosing
the right dog, health and care, breeds, training, and
behavioral characteristics. Individual breed entries
include the history, description with general physi
cal characteristics, temperament, special needs and
possible health concerns, and recommendations
for the best owner. Supplemental material includes
top show dogs, dog-activity titles, a glossary, an
index, and additional resources.

1009

Vogel, a British veterinarian, provides information
about horse anatomy, general care, outdoor versus
stabled horses, equipment needed, and other hints
and tips. Featuring beautiful and plentiful pho
tographs, it also includes useful North American
horse industry and organization addresses, with
URLs. The coverage seems broad but shallow. An
index and a glossary are provided.

Fish
1006

Complete encyclopedia of the
freshwater aquarium. John Dawes.
304p. Firefly Books, 2001. ISBN
1552975444. $
639.34
SF456.5

1010
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Pickeral, an equestrian and competitor, includes
topics like the basics of the history of horseman
ship, anatomy, care, eq1.1ipment, riding, training, and
competition. Almost half of this more than 380-page
book is an extensive breed index. The breeds are
listed alphabetically within the categories of "Ponies,"
"Heavy Horses," and "Light Horses." Each breed fea
tures a chan listing name, height, colors, and origin;
sidebars with icons representing blood temperature,
uses, and temperament; one-half to a full page of his
tory and desCription; and color photographs. Useful
addresses, a bibliography and further-reading section,
a glossary, and an index are also included. This title
has been reprinted many times.

Complete encyclopedia of the
saltwater aquarium. Nick Dakin.
400p. Firefly Books, 2003. ISBN
1552978176. $
639.34
SF457.1

The complete care of saltwater aquariums is dis
cussed, including maintaining the aquarium and
caring for fish and invertebrates. For each fish, the
distribution, length, diet and feeding, aquarium
behavior, invertebrate compatibility, and a short
description are provided. Lots of beautiful and
appropriate color pictures complement the text.
1008

The encyclopedia of horses and
ponies. Tamsin Pickeral. 384p.
Parragon, 1999. ISBN 0752582771. $
~6.1

Hundreds of freshwater fish are discussed, de
scribed, and illustrated in this encyclopedia. Each
fish entry contains the family, color and descrip
tion, distribution, size, behavior, diet, ideal con
ditions, and breeding. The care and selection of
aquarium plants are also discussed.
1007

Complete horse care manual. 2nd
American ed. Colin Vogel. 2l6p. DK,
2003. ISBN 0789496410. $
636.1
SF285.3

1011

Encyclopedia of aquarium and pond
fish. 1st American ed. David Alderton.
400p. Dorling Kindersley, 2005. ISBN
0756609410 $
639.3403
SF456.5;SF457

The new encyclopedia of the horse.
Rev. American ed. Elwyn Hartley
Edwards. 464p. Dorling Kindersley,
2000. ISBN 0789471817. $
636.1
SF285

Chapters discuss equine history and contributions
to civilization, more than 150 of the major horse
and pony breeds, training, eqUipment, basic care,
and more. It features lots of big, beautiful, and col
orful photographs and an "origins" sidebar for each
breed included. A glossary and index are available.

With hundreds of color photos and illustra
tions, the care of freshwater fish is discussed and
described. Setting up and maintaining the tank,
selecting and caring for fish, and breeding are

1012
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Storey's horse-lover's encyclopedia:
An English and western A-to-Z guide.
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Deborah Bums. 471 p. Storey Books,
2001. ISBN 1580173179 $
~61

~2~

Coverage in this dictionary-like book is broad but
relatively shallow, with most articles being a para
graph or two in length. It includes black-and-white
photos, lots of illustrations, sidebars, some charts
and checklists, and cross-referencing throughout.
This seems comprehensive-but a horse owner's
manual or handbook might be more useful to a
horse owner in practical matters-and also seems
current, covering the newer concern of West Nile
virus.

Unusual Pets
1013

The exotic pet handbook: A guide
to caring for caged and aviary birds,
reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates
and fish. David Alderton. 160p.
Southwater, 2003. ISBN 1842157558. $
636.0887
SHll.5

Alderton, an "internationally recognized best
selling authority on pets and their care," cov
ers a variety of exotic pets, from birds to snakes.
Presented with beautiful color photos and illus
trations, each section includes an introduction, a
list of species, housing, feeding, general care, and
breeding. Information is brief for each species.
1014

1016

their reproductive processes, and feeding habits.
A unique feature-an identification key-helps to
identify the main families of reptiles and amphib
ians. Also includes an index and a glossary.

Tools
1015

The homeowner's ultimate tool
guide: Choosing the right tool for
every home improvement job. Sandor
Nagyszalanczy 282p. Taunton Press,
2003. ISBN 1561585823. $
643
TH4816

Nagyszalanczy, a professional woodworker and
consultant, features in this book tool kits for vari
ous purposes. These include tool kits for home
maintenance and repair, the automobile, sharpen
ing, flooring, and more. After this, the individual
tools are organized by function and described. Lots
of big colorful pictures showing tools in use by
men and women, charts, sidebars, and an index are
included. Each chapter has a table of contents-like
chart, and the top of every page has easy browsing
labels.
1016

Reptiles and amphibians. 1st
American ed. Mark O'Shea and Tim
Halliday 256p. Dorling Kindersley,
2002. ISBN 0789493934. $
597.9
QL644

Tools: A tool-by-tool guide to
choosing and using ISO home
essentials. Steve Dodds. 224p. Firefly
Books, 2005. ISBN 1554070600. $
621.9
T]ll95

Contents include guides on tool kits for variety
of purposes: apartment, auto, home, plumbing,
electrical, craft, and more. Each tool featured has
a description of proper use and a visual guide for
relative cost, necessity, and skill level required for
proper use. This small book has nice photos and
layout of text and includes a glossary and an index,
but it has no photographs of tools in use, and some
of the text is very small.

This is a catalog of reptiles, each with color photo,
map of origin, and a description of the species with
length, diet, and activity levels. Introductory mate
rial describes the reptile and amphibian species,
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